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QUESTION 1

Which three actions need to be performed before attempting a data transfer service job? 

A. Obtain an available host machine which can run the dts utility on-premise with SATA or USB drives attached for the
transfer job. 

B. Get access to a high-speed internet connection 

C. Data Transfer Service and Storage Service Limits should be checked and raised if required. 

D. Set up SSH access to a host on OCI to coordinate the transfer job. 

E. Create an object bucket to receive the job. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about a pre-authenticated request in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage? 

A. You can create only 1, 000 pre-authenticated requests per bucket. 

B. You can create a pre-authenticated request only for public buckets. 

C. You cannot retire a pre-authenticated request before it expires. 

D. You cannot extend the expiration date on a pre-authenticated request. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Object/Tasks/usingpreauthenticatedrequests.htm You can create an
unlimited number of pre-authenticated requests. You can\\'t edit a pre-authenticated request. If you want to change user
access options in response to changing requirements, you must create a new pre-authenticated request. URL:
https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Object/Tasks/ managingbuckets.htm You can change a bucket\\'s access
from public to private or from private to public. Changing the type of access doesn\\'t affect existing pre-authenticated
requests. Existing pre-authenticated requests still work. 

 

QUESTION 3

Given: When creating multiple subnets within a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN), security lists are often made to group
common services, for example, SSH and RDP (remote access), 80 and 443 (HTTP), and so on. By default, what is the
maximum number of security lists that can be associated with a subnet upon creation? 

A. 4 

B. 2 

C. 5 

D. 3 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

When terminating a compute instance, which statement is true? 

A. The instance needs to be stopped first, and then terminated. 

B. The boot volume is always deleted. 

C. All block volumes attached to the instance are terminated. 

D. Users can preserve the boot volume associated with the instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

You can permanently terminate (delete) instances that you no longer need. Any attached VNICs and volumes are
automatically detached when the instance terminates. Eventually, the instance\\'s public and private IP addresses are
released and become available for other instances. By default, the instance\\'s boot volume is deleted when you
terminate the instance, however you can preserve the boot volume associated with the instance, so that you can attach
it to a different instance as a data volume, or use it to launch a new instance. 

 

QUESTION 5

You create an autoscaling configuration of Linux compute instances in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). 

You noticed that your application is running slow. After checking your compute instances, you noticed that 

autoscaling is not launching additional instances, 

even though the existing compute instances already have high memory usage. 

How can you resolve this issue? 

A. Modify the scaling policy to monitor memory usage and scale up the number of instances when it meets the
threshold. 

B. Modify the scaling policy to monitor CPU usage and scale up the number of instances when it meets the threshold. 

C. Install the monitoring agent to all compute instances which will trigger the autoscaling group. 

D. Install OCI SDK in all compute instances and create a script that will trigger the autoscaling event if there is high
memory usage. 

Correct Answer: B 
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